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Abstract
Tabular data is widely available on the web and in private data lakes run by commercial companies or research institutes. However, data that is relevant to a specific task at hand is often scattered throughout numerous tables in these data lakes. Accessing this data requires retrieving the relevant information for the task. One approach to retrieve this data is through table augmentation. Table augmentation adds an additional attribute to a query table and populates the values of that attribute with data from the data lake. My research focuses on evaluating methods for augmenting a table with an additional attribute.

Table augmentation presents a variety of challenges due to the heterogeneity of data sources and the multitude of possible combinations of methods. To successfully augment a query table based on tabular data from a data lake, several tasks such as data normalization, data search, schema matching, information extraction and data fusion must be performed. In my work, I empirically compare methods for data search, information extraction and data fusion as well as complete table augmentation pipelines using different datasets containing tabular data found in real-world data lakes. Methodologically, I plan to introduce new neural techniques for data search, information extraction and data fusion in the context of table augmentation. These new methods, as well as existing symbolic data search methods for table augmentation, will be empirically evaluated on two sets of benchmark query tables. The aim is to identify task- and dataset-specific challenges for data search, information extraction and data fusion methods. By profiling the datasets and analysing the errors made by the evaluated methods on the test query tables, the strengths and weaknesses of the methods can be systematically identified. Data search and information extraction methods should maximize recall while data fusion methods should achieve high accuracy. Pipelines built on the basis of the new methods should deliver their results quickly without compromising the highest possible accuracy of the augmented attribute values.
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1. Introduction
Tabular data is widely available on the web and in private data lakes run by research institutes or companies. Data that is relevant to a particular task is scattered across multiple tables in these data lakes. Using a data lake requires retrieving the relevant data for the task at hand. There are several approaches to searching tabular data in these data lakes, such as Google's Dataset Search, which relies on a keyword search that exploits a table's metadata to find relevant tables \cite{1}. Recognising the heterogeneity and scarcity of metadata, table augmentation pipelines explore data-driven search beyond keyword search \cite{2, 3}. For table augmentation, a user provides an initial query table. This query table can be augmented by adding new columns, new rows, and completing cells with relevant data from a data lake \cite{4}. In my research, I focus on augmenting a query table with a new column that is populated with content from a table corpus also known as augmentation by attribute name \cite{2}. The query table and column header are user-defined. Figure 1 shows an example. Cell completion is closely related but is not the main focus of my work. I do not cover the addition of rows to a query table. For the remainder of this proposal, table augmentation by attribute name \cite{2} will be referred to as table augmentation.

Depending on the query table and the heterogeneous content of the table corpus, table augmentation pipelines need to address challenges like data normalization, data search, schema matching, information extraction, and data fusion to augment a query table with a new attribute. Methodologically, I will present new neural methods for data search, information extraction and data fusion in the context of table augmentation. The methods will be compared with existing methods from related work. When it is necessary to complete a pipeline I rely on existing methods. Table augmentation pipelines should augment the query table with the correct values, resulting in high accuracy. If two pipelines augment a query table with the same accuracy, the pipeline that delivers the result faster is preferred. New methods for the intermediate tasks of data search and information extraction are benchmarked against the runtime reduction of complete pipelines, which should not negatively affect the accuracy of the pipeline.

All methods and complete pipelines are evaluated on the schema.org table corpus\textsuperscript{1}, and a Web Tables corpus \cite{5, 6}. The datasets represent the heterogeneity

\textsuperscript{1}http://webdatacommons.org/structureddata/schemaeortables/
of data sources for tabular data as it occurs in real-world data lakes. For the empirical evaluation, I will define a set of benchmark query tables including ground truth information for each of the datasets if the necessary resources are not provided in the related work [3]. Through the benchmark query tables, all methods are compared on a common basis. By profiling the datasets and systematically analysing the errors made by the evaluated methods, the strengths and weaknesses of the methods in terms of pipeline accuracy and pipeline runtime can be identified.

With my PhD research, I will make the following contributions:

- Introduction of neural methods for data search, information extraction and data fusion in the context of table augmentation.
- Introduction of benchmark query tables for the table corpora schema.org table corpus and Web Tables.
- Evaluation of new methods, existing methods and complete pipelines for table augmentation on benchmark query tables in terms of accuracy and runtime to systematically identify strengths and weaknesses.

In this paper, I outline my plan to achieve these contributions. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. My general work plan is given in Section 3. Section 4 introduces work that has already been done and Section 5 concludes my research plans.

2. Related Work

Table augmentation is a long-standing challenge in industry and academia that has been addressed by several previous works [2, 3, 7]. Octopus [7], Infogather [2] and the Mannheim Search Join Engine [3] implement table augmentation pipelines that rely on symbolic methods for tasks such as data search and entity matching. Entity matching aims to identify records in two datasets that describe the same real-world entity [8]. To reduce these runtimes, entity resolution pipelines consist of two parts: a blocker, which applies a computationally cheap method to select candidate pairs of records, and a matcher, which then extracts matching pairs from this set using more set using more expensive methods [8]. Both blocking [9, 10] and matching [11, 12, 13] have recently been successfully tackled with deep learning approaches. My research focuses on experimenting with neural and symbolic methods that find a matching record for each record in the query table. Another approach to finding matching records in the data lake is to search for joinable tables based on an explicitly mentioned column [14]. If a joinable table contains the target attribute value being searched for, the query table is populated accordingly.

3. Work Plan

This section presents my work plan. To provide a common ground for evaluating table augmentation methods, I present table corpora that differ in size, source, and content representing real-world data lakes. I then discuss the table augmentation methods for Data Search, Information Extraction and Data Fusion I will experiment with.

3.1. Table Corpora for Evaluation

I evaluate table augmentation methods on the large-scale table corpora WDC Table Corpus and Web Tables. Through the diversity of the table corpora, I aim to represent the heterogeneity of tabular data present in real-world data lakes. For this evaluation, the table corpora are profiled to identify dataset-specific challenges and a set of benchmark query tables will be defined in order to compare the table augmentation methods on a common basis.

- **Web Data Commons Schema.org Table Corpus** The WDC table corpus\(^2\) consists of 4.2 million relational tables generated by extracting schema.org\(^3\) annotations from the Common Crawl and grouping the annotations by class and host. All tables in this corpus share a common schema. By removing schema matching a focus can be put on other tasks of the table augmentation pipeline.

- **WDC WebTables and Dresden Web Tables** WDC WebTables and Dresden Web Tables contain 59M to 90M relational tables extracted HTML tables in the Common Crawl [5, 6]. The heterogeneity of tables and their usage in related work make the table corpora interesting for my research [4].

\(^2\)http://webdatacommons.org/structureddata/schemaorgtables/
\(^3\)https://schema.org/
3.2. Table Augmentation pipeline

Depending on the content of the query table and the table corpus, table augmentation pipelines have to deal with data search, schema matching, information extraction and data fusion [4]. Table 1 shows my timeline to work on the specific tasks.

Table 1
PhD work plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neural Entity Search for Table Augmentation on the WDC Corpus</td>
<td>Mar ’23</td>
<td>Jun ’23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Fusion of Records from the WDC Corpus</td>
<td>Jul ’23</td>
<td>Oct ’23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Extraction on the Web Table Corpus</td>
<td>Nov ’23</td>
<td>Feb ’24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Fusion of Records from the Web Table Corpus</td>
<td>Mar ’24</td>
<td>Jun ’24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Search. Data search and more specifically record search aims to find records in a data lake, which match the records of a query table. Two records match if they describe the same real-world entity. Record search methods exploit schema, context and content of a query table to find matching records in a table corpus [4, 15]. Existing symbolic methods use approaches like calculating the edit-distance of table headers and the Jaccard similarity of two records [3] or measuring the similarity through the vector product of TF/IDF-weighted term vectors to find matching records [2]. Existing neural methods embed table records into a high-dimensional space and apply nearest neighbour search to retrieve matching records for query table records. Two records match if they describe the same real-world entity [8]. Since comparing all record pairs between two datasets can be computationally expensive, entity resolution is usually tackled by a blocking and a matching step. Blocking applies a computationally cheap method to remove non-matching record pairs and produce a smaller set of candidate record pairs reducing the workload of the matcher. During matching a more expensive pair-wise matcher generates a final set of matching record pairs. In the context of these experiments, I propose SC-Block, a supervised contrastive blocking method which combines supervised contrastive learning for positioning records in an embedding space and nearest neighbour search for candidate set build-

Information Extraction. Information extraction is only relevant if the content of the target attribute is not explicitly shared in the table corpus, but has to be extracted from another attribute. For example, if a user searches for the colours of a set of products, this information may be contained in the attribute description and needs to be extracted before the target attribute colour can be populated in the query table. I will experiment with approaches that finetune large language models (LLM) to extract attribute-value pairs [16] and in-context learning where a LLM predicts the attribute-values pairs based on a context augmented with a few examples [17]. If the extracted attributes do not match the target attribute, schema matching might be helpful to match extracted attributes to the target attribute. In this context, I will test label-based, instance-based, structure-based, or combined methods for schema matching [18, 19, 20].

Data Fusion. Data search delivers lists of matching records for the query table records. Augmenting a record based on matching records can lead to data conflicts. Data fusion tries to solve these conflicts. Classic conflict resolution methods are instance- or metadata-based. Examples of instance-based methods are majority vote or averaging conflicting values [8]. Source quality [21] and minimal set coverage [22] are metadata-based and exploit provenance information to resolve conflicts. I plan to compare the classic methods to generative LLMs [23] and retrieval-augmented generative LLMs [24]. Generative LLMs memorize knowledge from a data lake during training and directly predict values of the target attribute [23]. For the retrieval-augmented generative LLMs, the retrieved conflicting records are added to the context of the generative LLMs, which resolve the conflict by predicting the values of the target attribute [24]. Both approaches have been successfully applied to related NLP tasks [23, 24] and are promising for data fusion, too.

4. Initial Experiments

My initial experiments deal with entity resolution pipelines that aim to identify records across two datasets that describe the same real-world entity [8]. Since comparing all record pairs between two datasets can be computationally expensive, entity resolution is usually tackled by a blocking and a matching step. Blocking applies a computationally cheap method to remove non-matching record pairs and produce a smaller set of candidate record pairs reducing the workload of the matcher. During matching a more expensive pair-wise matcher generates a final set of matching record pairs. In the context of these experiments, I propose SC-Block, a supervised contrastive blocking method which combines supervised contrastive learning for positioning records in an embedding space and nearest neighbour search for candidate set building. In addition to pairs completeness and candidate set size, I report F1 scores and runtimes of complete entity resolution pipelines. I do this to evaluate SC-Block’s impact on complete entity resolution pipelines. SC-Block is benchmarked against eight state-of-the-art blockers and combined with four state-of-the-art matchers. On three product-matching datasets from related work [9, 10], SC-Block creates the smallest candidate sets and pipelines with SC-Block run 1.5 to 2 times faster compared to the benchmarked blockers without affecting the F1 score of the pipeline. These datasets are rather small, which might lead to runtime effects resulting from a large vocabulary size being overlooked. In order to measure runtimes in a more challenging setting, I introduce a new benchmark dataset featuring a large vocabulary of terms used within entity descriptions. On this large-scale benchmark dataset, pipelines utilizing SC-Block and the best-
performing matcher execute 8 times faster than pipelines utilizing the second best-performing BM25 blocker with the same matcher reducing the runtime from 2.5 hours to 18 minutes, clearly compensating for the 5 minutes that are required for training SC-Block. These results are promising for table augmentation because they show how the symbolic data search in related work [2, 3] can be accelerated on large-scale datasets.

5. Conclusion

In this proposal, I have outlined the research for my PhD. I will present new neural methods within table augmentation pipelines. The methods will be benchmarked against existing methods on two sets of benchmark query tables defined to compare complete table augmentation pipelines and methods for specific table augmentation tasks on a common basis. The goal of complete pipelines is to augment a query table with high accuracy. In addition, I will compare the runtimes of complete pipelines and evaluate how new methods for data search and information extraction can reduce the overall runtime without negatively affecting the accuracy of the pipeline. By profiling the benchmark query tables and their corresponding table corpora, I will identify the strengths and weaknesses of both complete table augmentation pipelines and methods for specific pipeline tasks.
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